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Leading a small group
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  	 WELCOME TO YOUR SMALL GROUP

	 Victory  Small Groups accomplish these 3 things:

	 1.  A place to connect with others (Community)

	 2.  A place to protect and cover each other (prayer)

	 3.  A place to grow together (next steps)


	 This is how we make a large church feel small.


	 This is how we make a direct impact on the lives of the people around us.

	 	 

	 This is how we help disciple and grow people in their faith.

	  
	 Every small group is different, but each one has the same mission which is 

	 to make every believer a disciple.  Specifically, your group helps you fulfill

	 the calling God has placed on your life and help those around you find theirs.


	 Meeting with your group is not about getting a message or lesson across.

	 Small Groups are all about connecting people to each other and to God.  It’s all

	 about connection to each other to build life long relationships


	 To be a great small group leader, you don’t have to be a great teacher or 

	 communicator.  You don’t have to be perfect, you just have to be consistent 

	 and committed.


	 Committed to provide an atmosphere of growth to your group members.

	 Committed to personal growth in your relationship with God.

	 Committed to cultivate deep personal relationships with people.


	 As a church staff, we believe in you.  Your passion and your gifts make a

	 difference in our church members’ lives.
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  	 CREATING ATMOSPHERE

	 

	 As leaders, the last ten percent of our preparation often becomes the first

	 ten percent that people notice.


	 Sometimes, that last ten percent can make the difference between someone 

	 committing to your small group for the long haul and someone dropping out

	 of your group after one meeting.


	 Though adjusting your living room’s lighting, smell, or arrangement may 

	 not seem to have a direct effect on what your group will be doing, it can

	 be a major tipping point that allows people to feel welcome, invited, and 

	 cared for in your group.


	 

	 USING ATMOSPHERE TO CREATE AN EXPERIENCE


	 -Brew coffee or bake cookies.

	  Filling your house with pleasant smells can make people feel at home.


	 -Clean up a little bit.

	  Spending a few minutes picking up anything laying around can go a 

	  long way.


	 -Provide enough seating for your group.

	  Having a seat for everyone makes them feel valued.


	 -Eliminate distractions.

	  Do as much as you can to control the environment.
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	 LEADING GREAT DISCUSSION

	 

	 Every group looks different.  Remember it’s not always about a lesson or

	 the message of the night.  It’s about reading your group and figuring out

	 what they need and where the Spirit is leading the night.


	 Most group meetings will have a discussion time.  This may scare you.

	 But good news:  You don’t have to have all the answers.  You’ll help 

	 people grow the most when you stop talking and facilitate a conversation

	 among your group.

	 

	 A FEW TIPS TO TRY

	 

	 Start with something easy

	  Break the ice with a game, a few laughs, a funny video, or even a surface

	 level conversation.  This opens the door and starts to break down walls for 

	 deep discussions later on.


	 Ask follow-up questions 
 Pay attention to what your group members are saying and don’t be afraid


	 to ask for more details.  Your follow up questions show you care and gives

	 them permission to fully express their thoughts.


	 Allow for silence 
 Give your questions time to breathe.  Silence can give your group 


	 members time to gather their thoughts and find a way to honestly approach

	 the subject matter.


	 Bring it back 
 Allow the Holy Spirit to guide your discussion by following your group’s


	 answers, even if they seem off topic.  Use your instincts and allow the

	 Holy Spirit to speak through you about anything your group is wrestling

	 with.


	 End with encouragement 
 Wherever your discussion leads, offer an uplifting insight, thought, or 


	 action steps that will give your members the hope they need.
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	 THE POWER OF PRAYER

	 

	 Prayer is one of the most powerful tools we have in our relationship with

	 God.  It’s what turns our thoughts and cries into a supernatural transaction,

	 where God hears us and responds to our every need.


	 One of the unique qualities that sets a group of believers in Jesus apart is

	 their ability to unite in prayer and leverage it to make a difference in their

	 lives.  “Again, truly I tell you that if two of you on earth agree about anything

	 they ask for, it will be done for them by my Father in heaven.”  Matt 18:19

	 

	 PRAYING WITH YOUR GROUP


	 Pray out loud 
 Help people establish good prayer habits by praying out loud with your 


	 group.  It can be uncomfortable for some, but challenging people to pray

	 out loud in your group will give them confidence in their prayer life outside

	 of your group.


	 Prayer partners 
 Encourage your group to pray for each other throughout the week by


	 randomly assigning prayer partners at the end of your group meeting.  

	 Have them connect throughout the week to share any prayer needs.


	 Surround 
 Every once in a while, have your entire group surround one individual


	 or couple and pray over them at a the end of your group meeting.  This is

	 very encouraging for members who are going through a difficult time.

	 

	 Group prayer messages 

 Use Facebook, email,  or text messages for your group members to 

	 share prayer requests with each other at any point in the week.  This also

           gives 	people a channel to celebrate answered prayers in real time.
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	 CULTIVATING HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS

	 

	 One of the main reasons people decide to lead a small group is to help

	 people build relationships with other believers in Jesus.


	  Meeting with your group during your regularly scheduled meeting will 

	 provide stability as people begin to connect and grow their faith, but as 

	 a leader, your greatest ministry moments will likely happen outside of 

	 your regular group meetings.


	 If you commit to developing healthy relationships with the people in your

	 small group, you will become a trusted friend and counsel in the moments 

	 in life that matter most.

	 

	 A FEW TIPS


	 Meet outside your group 
 A simple meeting over coffee or dinner shows that you’re not just 


	 committed to be a leader, but being a friend.


	 Text and call people regularly 
 Investing in people’s lives by consistently including them in yours, is


	 one of the easiest things you can do to build relationships with the people

	 in your group.


	 Celebrate life events 
 Wishing happy birthday or happy anniversary, celebrating promotions, baby


	 announcements, and new marriages are ways to show your group members

	 that you genuinely enjoy sharing life with them.


	 Have fun together 
 Breaking the normal meeting is a good way to refresh and re-energize


	 your group.  Not every group meeting has to be serious.  Every once in a 

	 while plan to do something fun.  Plan a group dinner, go bowling or just 

	 play dominos.
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	 SHOWING PEOPLE THER NEXT STEPS

	 How do you know if your group members are growing and moving one 

	 step closer to God?  Simple!  You ask?  Make it part of your group 

	 discussion or individual settings.


	 

	 Here are a few great questions to ask


	 -How did you get connected to this small group?

	 -What are you most looking forward to in this group?

	 -Do you attend Victory?

	 -Have you ever been part of a small group before?

	 -What do you feel like God has been doing in your life lately?

	 -What areas of Faith are you hoping to grow in?

	 -What are you focussed on in your life right now?

	 -Have you been through Victory’s “Catch the Vision” tracks?

	 -Have you ever served on a team at Victory?	 

	 -How can I pray for you?


	 What are some next steps I can share with my group?


	 Everyone in your group will be at different places spiritually.  The vision of

	 helping them “move one step” is not to get them to do everything at once, 

	 it’s to help identify where they currently are spiritually and offer a 

	 practical next step to help them grow.


	 -Invite them to attend a Sunday service with you

	 -Share your personal story and what God has been teaching you

	 -Share how the “Catch the Vision” tracks can help them discover their 

	  purpose

	 -Invite them to consider being water baptized

	 -Share how you find time regularly to pray, worship, and read God’s Word

	  and encourage them to make their own plan for time with God

	 -Tell them about the Victory church app and past messages that spoke

	  to you

	 -If they are ready to receive Christ, offer to pray with them

	 -Encourage them to learn more about areas like tithing, the Holy Spirit,

	  prayer, and spiritual warfare by watching past messages



